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Every week as part of the ‘Melbourne Kicks Butts Campaign’ No BuTTs staff hand out 100s of free

No BuTTs Personal ashtrays to smokers at various locations around Melbourne. As a vital part of our

R&D smokers are regularly asked what they like & don’t like, and which personal ashtrays they prefer to

use - and the results are clear to see. Smokers prefer No BuTTs Personal Ashtrays. No BuTTs about it.

Here’s what smokers are saying about Personal Ashtrays....

Here’s what our customers are saying about Personal Ashtrays....

“We liked the idea of a press-button spring-loaded lid but within a week or two of trialling them we discovered that

the lock stopped locking and as a result the lids were beginning to spring open. No BuTTs are cheap, work great

and have eliminated any complaints. An excellent product.” - Michael Hewitt, Xstrata - Mangoola Coal

“No BuTTS Personal Ashtrays are a much better product. It’s as simple as that. And when we factored in No BuTTs

great service and interest in our requirements, the choice became a no-brainer.” - Caroline Fyfe, Falls Creek Resort

“No BuTTs Personal Ashtrays are superior in every way to the alternatives and even though they cost a little more,

they’re worth it because they last MUCH longer than the spring lid ones we previously used. Also our feedback

clearly shows that our smokers prefer using the No BuTTs Personal Ashtray over the others and that’s why

we will continue using them.” - Mike Delaney, La Trobe University

“The metal ones that they were handing out are hard to use and I don’t like them. Firstly they leaked ash

and dust into my hand bag. They are also very uncomfortable to put in my pocket and I can only get

4 or 5 butts in before it won’t even close properly.” Sue P. - Acland St, St Kilda

“The one with the spring loaded lid is a gimmick. After a few weeks it kept popping open and wouldn’t stay

closed. The No BuTTs is much simpler to use and empty with no hassles.” Mike T. - Fed. Square, Melbourne

“The one with the pop-up lid we got last time is a lot bigger than No BuTTs but holds much less butts. Also the

lid kept accidentally opening. It’s in the bin now. I got one of these No BuTTs off you last week and I came back

today to get a few more because one of my mates stole mine!” Sean W. - Frankston

“You only get one chance to successfully introduce the concept of personal ashtrays to your smokers so the ashtrays

have to be efficient, effective and most of all, user friendly. When we compared alternatives it was obvious that

No BuTTs Personal Ashtrays are a better product and that’s why we are using them again for this year’s Don’t

Be A Tosser campaign.” - Kacie Dukes, Bayside City Council

“The quality of No BuTTs products, service and back-up ensured that our Butt Litter Reduction Campaign has been a

great success. The response from our smokers to their product has been fantastic.” - Lee Vitiello, Marine Solutions

“In order to maintain our smokers interest in personal ashtrays, last year we decided to change to an alternative

product - but we were sorry we did. The vast majority of comments we received from our smokers left us in no

doubt about which personal ashtray they preferred to use - and that was No BuTTs Personal Ashtrays. We were

horrified to hear a common complaint that the other unit’s lid tended to pop open, and as a result some of our people

had stopped using personal ashtrays altogether - and this was completely unacceptable.” - Barry Kane, Rio Tinto

“W get a second chance to make a good

first impression. We want to turn smokers on to the concept, not turn them off. To ensure

a successful campaign, the personal ashtrays need to be safe, easy to use and hassle free.

That’s why we switched over to No BuTTs and that’s why we will continue to use them.”

-

hen it comes to personal ashtrays you never

Mike Aston, Crane Service Company

“The thing I really like about No BuTTs is their capacity. I can get at least 12 butts in there without it jamming,

and I don’t have to stick my finger into the ashtray to pry the butts out when I empty it.” Sam A. - St Kilda Beach

“...Our smokers prefer using No BuTTs Personal Ashtrays over all the others...”

Why have over 500 organisations made the switch

to No BuTTs Personal Ashtrays?
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Scan to see why.



Ashtrays Ashtrays! Call 1300-NOBUTTS today!aint

Butt Storage

Capacity:

Ease of Use:

Durability:

Dispensers

Ease of

Emptying:

Lid Seal

Integrity

Acrylic

Table-top/Wall

Capacity - 50

None

Available

None

Available

Facts are facts. No BuTTs about it!

No BuTTs Others Others

“We’ve tried quite a few Personal Ashtrays but No BuTTs have a much better lid and can

store almost double the amount of butts which is great for our resort and the environment

in general as our smoking skiers and visitors can be out on the slopes all day.”

- Euan Diver, Thredbo Kosciusko Resort, NSW

Size in mms:

h x w x d

15 6 58

69 x 39 x 20 86 x 59 x 17 68 x 23 x 23

Weight:

(gms)

15 31 5227

80 x 45 x 22

None

Available
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We’re so confident that No BuTTs are by far the best personal ashtray available that we’ll

even send you a sample of our product - - so you can see for yourself.and our competitors

Over 500 organisations have switched to No BuTTs Personal Ashtrays


